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SUMMARY

A major portion of the rise in installed capacity in paper industry during last five years
can be attributed to the sector of small to medium paper units. However. it has been noticed
that the huge investment in capacity creation is tending to become a liability becauseof poor
capacity utilization ..A rqugh estimation reveals that most of the small units are facing problems
on 'one account-or the other. Though some are doing well. there are still others who are a
marginal case of existence.

As an organisation of consulting engineers providing assistance to pulp and paper
industry and also involving in study of.sick mills, we have made an 'attempt to asse-ssand
analyse their problems. .

In presentin.gthis Paperopportun ity has been taken to discuss the various problems that
such units face and have tried to suggest ppssible remedies and improvements.

SHORTAGE OF SK.ILLED MANPOWER

In spite of modern technology and all the
automation coming into widespread use,
!"1ANPOWER remains the most important factor
In manufacturing processes. No amount of sophisti-
cation in technology or in management caD really
be effective unless administered or carried Out by
competent per8ons. The problem of nonavailability
of competent and skilled personnel, therefore, in our
opinion is the most crucial one for small units and
need immediate attention. The problem has arisen
due to fast growth of small paper mills which has
been completely out of tune with the growth of
skilled manpower generation. As a result most of
such units are facing acute problems in getting
services of skilled personnel in all disciplines. In
our opinion the problem has following dimensions:

i) Economic structure of these units do not
permit them to attract the best of the brains
and -skills of the paper industry.

jj) People are reluctant to leave big units and
join smaller units on the ground of inferior
infrastructure, facilities, comparatively poorer
working conditions etc; and

iii) Less job security in small units.
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Due to above factors there has been a
substantial transmigration of personnel among small
units causing an impediment for the growth to many
of them. Big mills normally have their in-house
training programmes which help them keep a second
line of operation to cope up with such type of
problems. The same thing is not possible for smaller
units.

The solution to this problem will essentially
call for long term planning to develope human
resources for paper industry. Availability of skilled
manpower is further expected to improve since last
one year no small paper unit has been financed by
Financial Institutions. The problem of manpower,
that can be attributed to mushroom growth of the
small sector, therefore is expected to ease down
considerably. .
IMPROPER OPERATIONS

This problem can be treated as a natura)
corrollary of the one just discussed i.e. shortage of
experienced and skilled manpower. Small paper
units, due to their lack of instrumentation and
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other controls, calJs for experienced staff to take
care of the operations. In our opinion the problem
can be further analysed under following categories:
1) Snail units are often based on non conventional

raw materials but, persons are hired from big
mills with experience in a different line of
processing based on conventional raw material,
Non-conventional raw materials generally be-
have in quite a different fashion and call for
specific experience in utilisation of the raw
materials. The operational areas which suffer
most on this account are-
a) Cleaning and cutting of raw materials,
b) Cooking.
c) Addition of chemicals in stock preparation.
d) Use of machine white water and reuse of

excess back water at different points.
e) Water treatment and boiler house opera-

tions.

"jj) Apart from the improper operations due to lack
of experience there is another aspect of this
problem. It has been often found during study
of many troubled units that consultants' recom-
mendations in vital areas like water reuse,
material handling and processing remain over-
looked at the cost of ultimate productivity and
product quality. Few examples as given below
will help understand tbe situation.

a] Random storage of raw material in scattered
and in unprotected conditions in order to
save in terms of storage cost,

b) Inadequate sorting of rags, waste hessian
and waste paper.

c) Inadequate use of cooking chemicals without
allowing increased cooking time.

d) Improper dosing of sizing and other
chemicals in terms of quantity as well as
sequence of addition.

Many such examples can be given but it 'will
suffice to tell this forum that few small units which
have taken adequate measures to counteract such
problem have shown encouraging results.

l'iADEQU-\ TE PROVISION FOR EQUIPMENT
AND THEIR STANDBY

The problem can be seen in the light of
overall economic structure of small paper units.
Right from the stage of conception, the most irksome
problem that is faced by the project is the capital
cost in relation to its scale of operation .: Often
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unwarranted economismg is insisted or attempted
by entrepreneurs against the basic features of the
project resulting into problems of operation and
causing increased downtime of production. To
reduce the cost of the project, even after the finali-
sation of the project cost. implementation is not
done as per the requirements in the project for the
reasons best known to the project management. This
results in long term repurcussions in term of operati-
onal efficiency. product quality and overall
economics.

For instance few areas where indiscriminate
economising is often done are:
a) Digesters : Necessary number of digesters

for cooking is not provided
b) Breaker Beaters: OJe consideration for down-

. time and overall cycle is not
given,

c) Boilers : Insufficient provision of boiler
capacity keeping in view the
peak load requirements.

d) Sheet Cutter Inadequate provision made
results' in machine stoppage
and hence poor capacity
utilisation.

However. there has grown a general awareness
about these problems in recent past and steps have
been taken to rectify the same. It is therefore of
paramount importance to take care of adequate
provision for equipment and their standby in the
project cost and in implementation.

INADEQUATE INVENfORY OF SPARE~

Apart from the provision of standby. it is
quite important to keep necessary inventory of
spares to match reqular wear and tear and emerg-
ency situations. Economising is often attempted at
in this area by many small units which results in
increased down time and hence poor capacity
utilisation.

LOCATIONAL VIlCO'lVENIENCE'i

More often site selection of a small paper
unit, is quided by folio .viag factors:

(a) Whether the site is in a backward district
to be eligible for concessional financing;
and

(b) Cost of land.

Many important aspects like transportation
costs of raw materials and their landed costs at site,
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Time and again different agencies have discu-
ssed the role of consultants in paper units. To serve
small and medium size industry, consultants have
to gear themselves up for providing inplant servi-
ces and .'.impart practical approach. to ~roblem
solvingal1d, provide them the experience 10 paper

IMPROPER SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT mlUplantlil1g. Big units can afford and often have

AND POOR MAINTENANCE
/\h£tr own cell of project personnel to develope the
"schemes for new installations or expansions. Cont-

Following factors are normally recommended ~:!Pfyto this, sm~ll units are sol~ly depende~ on th.e
to be followed selecting equipment: . consultants assistance stvanous stages like feasi-

(a) Initial cost after meeting desired specifi- bifiry sludy,preparation of loan appl~cation. detai-
cation: led engineering etc from an organised and ~'ell

qualified agency concerning all aspects of the pro~(ct
engineering. The na ture of a ccr~u!tHncy <!rgamsa-
tion should therefore be such that It can give total
engineering'services to take care of all interrelative
facors that affect the performance and economics
of the project.

However in end-effect it is the managerial
'capabilities of the promotors which can deliver the
best results and the support of consultancy woutd
only help them perform their function more effec-
tively.

basic infrastructure like roads and public transport
proximity to residential areas are often neglected
at tbe time of site selection. A tOla! approach,
considering all influencing factors, is 'seldom taken
and as a result some persistent bottlenecks are
created. .

In continuation to tbe above, locational inco-
nveniences also have a human side. It hasbeen seen
in actual situations tbat many competent personnel
are either not inclined to join such mills due to lack
of basic facilities Iiketransport. education for chil-
dren, detechment from civilisation etc. or migrate
to other places of work bofore mlMg any substanti-
al contribution. This is thus ~ 1tlcture in most of
tbose units whicb are far away from residential
areas.

Althougb a careful selection of site can go a long
way in oven~<JIIIringmany such long standing prob-
lems we would take this opportunity to suggest tbe
foliowing. The small paper mills being high.y depen-
dent on agricultural residue- it would be more
worth-while to revise the backward area concept,
to be given to industry itself and not to specific
areas.

HIGa COST OF .PJlODUCTIDN IN ABSENCE
OF CHEMIC4L·~

. TJaiI,pRthlem, wbich is responSible for tbe big
dl~ce of production COltS between. large and
1Jt11allmills, bas aeen discussed various times 10
various situations. We ,hall not dwell over this
problem here in any great detatl, It is felt that there
IS an urgent need to develope a more economical
method to recover the precious alkali to suit the
economics of small units in.a joint efIwt of paper
industry personnel and equipment suppliers.

•
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Operating expenses:
Maintenance Costs:
Delivery Period; and
Reputaton of the Supplier.

Unfortunately it has been observed that above
guidelines are mostly not adhered to by small units
wbile selecting the equipment. The main considera-
tion has been the low cost alone irrespectiveof
whether the specifications and designs are properly
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met or not. More cften an open approach is not
taken and order is placed for equipments, which
turn out to be liabilities on long run. Often the
suppliers are selected by entrepreneurs on the baSIS
best understood by them who often turn out to be
poo~ not only in quality but also in after sales
service.

It is therefore, suggested that equipment pro-
curement should be done strictly as per specifica-
tions to meet the requirements of the project.

FREQUENT POWER CUTS ANIJ TRIPHNGS

For the small to medium units, this problem
has been a constant source otirritatien, Wh~~
most orthe big units mostly suffer the worst. Their
economy of scale does not always permit them to
opt for partial power generation and as a result they
find no alternative, but to suffer. Possibilities of
captive power generation has been discussed later
in this paper but the same is not possible for units
below 30 TPD capacity.

It is therefore, quite essential to review the
power situation and past records at the. time of
site selection and state electricity board be thorou-
ghly briefed about the nature of operations in paper
mil's to minimise the downtime and loss due to the
f, equent power interruptions.

LACK OF SOUNO TECHNICAL CONSULTANCY
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Till now. various problems. were discussed« that down by I.S.I. and POllution,controll)oards;is y~ry
are affecting the. small units. Apart from the JI;l<;.tors 'higll compared. lito bjgunits,..Thisjsd.ue to two
that can be readily brought under contro),J.be.re,Jactors: . , ','
exists some long standing problems which .need
further investigation and caoojlly bersolved by
continued effort over a loog period. These factors
are:

. I. Possibility of Captive Power GeneraHoii;:
Possibilities of captive power generation has been
discussed earJiet in' IPPTA Seminar for small units
of 30 TPD and above have -been found veconomical.
The same is being implemented by a small mill to
take care of 1500· KWload' depending on the size
of the mill and it's steam consumption.

(i) Absence' of soda recovery resulting in high
B.O.D. and C.O.D., arid

(ii) Econofuy of Sca~ei - .
J", '.' .' '.

As a result ,rnostofthe.millsS,eldom ,H~aHs~;~be
standard laid dowp,;an<itry.t()make compiomi~~~.

,~ .~. " '.. - .
It is suggested. that there soould be two di~e-

rent standarde of treated effluent j e. one for mills
with soda recovery and the other for -sma!1 mitls
without soda recovery, Since the small.vmills are
already losing heavily on account of having no soda
recovery this relief could be useful for them. In
case stringentstandards about the treated.ieffluent
are found to be necessary for ecological reaso~s,
some kind of relief may be provided to the .mills
of, later category in lieu of high cost of such treat-
ment.

2. Possibility~r;;Cbemical Reeoevry : Apart
from the necessity ofs3vings in terms of rising costs,
recovery of causuc in small units has another utility
in decreasing the load on effluent treatment plant
due to lower 8.0.D. and C.O.D.· of mill-effluent.
Economics of a plant for soda recoverycan therefore
be seen for it's total end effect and an unit of even
60-65% efficiency of recovery c using a smeltermay',
be viable formills having more than 20 TPD<of ~ ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
straw pulping.

. ~ 3. PossibiJityc)f Low~~st effluent treatment:
It has been found thatthecost of ,I;ffluent treatment.
p~rton of paper plants to meet .lhe'stalldardslaid

': ,:'I ~_
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